Key Point🔑
A recommended
family plan
including the
main
sightseeing
spots 👪

2 2日間の旅
Day Course

Start at 9am

Day 1
Amakusa Shiro Museum

40min

It is a 『History Museum』that conveys the
passion of Shiro Amakusa
Amakusa Shiro Museum introduces the historical
background of the Amakusa-Shimabara Rebellion as
well as Amakusa’s cultural background, which was
influenced by western culture, in an easy-tounderstand way using materials and images. In the
park, there is “a bell for love” . Try ringing the bell
with the view of the Ariake Sea.

☎ 0964-56-5311
977-1 Naka, Oyano-machi, Kamiamakusa City

Address

2min
Michi-no-Eki

Kamiamakusa Sun Pearl

40min

A fresh food market and a restaurant providing
various local products.
Agricultural and marine products which produced
in Amakusa are provided in the restaurant.
It's the key transportation hub in Kamiamakusa City,
so it's the most convenient place to get around the
city.

☎ 0964-58-5600
11582-24 Naka, Oyano-machi, Kamiamakusa City

Address

Three Major Spots in Maejima
Located between the 4th and 5th bridges
of Amakusa, various attractive tourist
facilities are here! They are all within
walking distance, and you can enjoy
activities and cuisines particular to
Amakusa.★★★

mio camino AMAKUSA

10min

1hr

A complex facility known as “a new spot of Amakusa"
It's a tourist information center full of information about
Amakusa. There is also a barbecue terrace, a food court,
and a café, which serves the delicious Amakusa dishes. You
can experience bouldering, dolphin watching, cruising, sea
kayaking, and rent a bicycle or car as well.

1min

Address

☎ 0969-33-9500
6215-17 Maejima, Kita, Aizu, Matsushima-machi
Kamiamakusa city

L'isola Terrace Amakusa

1hr

Take a break, and you’ll feel like you are in Hawaiian resorts.
A restaurant 『Plate café L’isola』offers a
spectacular view of the sea from not only the tables
on the terrace but also the tables inside. There are 7
shops and restaurants altogether, such as 『L’isola
Market』and 『L’Isola Beach Bar』.

Amakusa Pearl Center

☎ 0969-56-3450

is right next to it and
offers various handcraft
experiences using pearls

1min
Wakuwaku Aquarium

Sea Doughnut

1hr

Try the experience of touching a dolphin on the beach！
It’s an aquarium with a unique structure that floats in the
sea of Kamiamakusa. There is a pearl shop, a Christian
museum, and a seafood restaurant. The experience of
touching a dolphin is very popular. The Night Aquarium,
where you can see beautiful sea fireflies, is also
becoming popular; it is opened with only for a limited
time.
☎ 0969-56-1155

10min

30min

Mt.Sengan

The view from the observatory is marvelous.
In spring, you can enjoy forested areas where wild
cherry blossoms are in full bloom.
The view from the observation deck is wonderful
throughout the year, and you will be fascinated by
the fantastic view. It’s recommended for families
with children as there is a park near the parking lot.

10min

＋

Mt. Takabuto

ACCESS
From Maejima, take Route 266 toward Amakusa
for 3 minutes, turn right in front of the Mori
Fresh Fish Market, and go up the slope for 5
minutes to reach the parking lot of Mt. Sengan.

5min

30分

This is also popular as a photo spot！

The view from the observation deck is so
spectacular that it was chosen as one of
Japan’s 100 best sunsets. The view of the
sunset on the islands of Matsushima spreads
out in front of you.
You can drive close to the observation deck.

ACCESS

You can go through the road to get to the
parking lot if your car is smaller or the
same size as a minibus.

60min

Myui Astronomical Observatory

Take Route 266 toward Amura, Matsushima
town. Go up to the left side at the signboard, and
within a 5 minute drive, you’ll arrive at the
parking lot. Walk 10 minutes to see the great
view..

30min

Certified as the best starry sky in Japan!
It is equipped with a Cassegrain reflector
telescope with a 50 cm diameter. It is a fullfledged observatory where you can observe
not only planets, but also nebulae and clusters
of stars. You must see the beautiful starry sky
from Mt. Ryugatake!

ACCESS

☎ 0969-63-0466
Take Route 266 from Mt. Takabuto toward
Ryugatake town. Turn right at the end of Ohdo
port, and go to Myui Astronomical Observatory.
From the parking lot, it’s a 3 minute walk.

2 Day Course

Day 2

【 Ebito Port 】

🚢

25min
Yushima🐈

4hrs

Population〔approx.300 ppl〕/ Cats〔over 200〕
A.K.A.🐈『the Island of cats』🐈
Friendly cats are welcoming at Yushima port. We
recommend experiences such as fishing, handicrafts
with sea glass, marveling at baby’s breath flowers, and
Yushima radish harvesting (which is only in winter).
Then, you can have lunch at a restaurant that serves
food with fresh ingredients of the island. You can also
apply for a guided tour of Yushima or a specialized tour
just for cats.

＋

🚢25min

Spa Thalasso AMAKUSA♨

Access
It is a two-minute drive from Michi-no-Eki
“Kamiamakusa Sun Pearl” to Ebito port (江樋戸
港). Park your car and you’ll take a boat to
Yushima, which takes 25 minutes.

3min
2hrs

Genuine Thalasso Therapy facility
On the second floor, there is a swimming pool that
uses heated sea water, as well as various activities
and personal care options. On the first floor, you
can enjoy the ocean view bath and restaurant while
watching the sun fall below the horizon.

Address

☎ 0964-56-1126
732-14 Kami, Oyano-machi, Kamiamakusa City

These parks are located right below
Spa Thalasso.
You’ll be impressed by the beauty of the
sunset falling between the islands. You
feel completely free surrounded by
exotic atmosphere💛

Dinner

Kamiamakusa

“Umi-don ＆ Yama-don,
Docchimo-Yoka-Don” is one of
the most popular local dishes in
Japan and over 120,000 bowls
have been served. You choose
either“Japanese tiger
prawn”or“Amakusa Daio
Chicken”for the main
ingredients.

These are bowls of rice topped with
special ingredients produced in
Kamiamakusa. 2020 is the 9th year
since this event has started.

d

Kamiamakusa’s
Seafood＆Meat
Dishes

Sea
food

Umi-don ＆ Yama-don
Kamiamakusa
Docchimo-Yoka-Don

Meat
Rice
Ball

Salt is produced in Amakusa, while
the other ingredients are produced
in either Kumamoto or Amakusa.

Amakusa Daio & Roast Beef Don
by『Misaki-tei Restaurant Orion』

Amakusa Daio Oyako Don
by『Garden Place - Shio Maneki』

Amakusa Daio“the Best Raw Chicken”
-Oyako Don - by『Amakusa Daio Baru Sun-Hara-Ippai』

Sun Pearl Don – by 『Michi-no-eki Five Kinds of Seafood Don
Kamiamaksua Sun Pearl』

Seafood Don
by 『Misaki-tei Restaurant Orion 』

Seafood Don
by 『Misaki-tei Restaurant Orion 』

by 『Seafood House - Fukushin』

Fried Tiger Prawn Don with salt soup of
Amakusa Daio Chicken – by

the main restaurant

Amakusa Shiro
Tourism Association HP

The Best Seafood Don

by 『Marukei Fish Market』

Local Seafood Don
by『Suiten』

『Tenshin』

Fried Tiger Prawn with simmered eggs Don
by 『Garden Place - Shio Maneki』

Seafood Don made by the fresh seafood market
『Restaurant Mankai』

Kamiamakusa City Tourism Sec.
TEL：0964-26-5512
E-mail : kankou@city.kamiamakusa.lg.jp

